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Complete beginners can use this workbook for Extreme Ownership: How U.S. Navy SEALs Lead
and Win by Jocko Willink and find immediate help in applying its major lessons.SEAL leaders
and trainers Jocko Willink and Leif Babin share their knowledge of leading teams in winning the
battlefield and enable readers to apply their winning principles to make their lives successful.
The book is a revolutionary approach to managing businesses but it is also a guidebook for
achieving success in other aspects of one's life. Stand up and take the blame for your team's
mistakes. Refrain from pointing at subordinates and blaming them for mistakes. Clear and simple
communication techniques help prevent mistakes and confusion. Leaders are encouraged to
praise their subordinates for successful ventures. A leader has to be decisive and knows how to
prioritize and execute goals. Leaders are also disciplined in carrying out plans but know how to
be flexible when needed.Do you want to apply the major lessons to your daily life? The goal of
this workbook is to help even the newest readers apply what may be the most critical lessons
found in Extreme Ownership: How U.S. Navy SEALs Lead and Win by Jocko Willink. Results
have shown that learning is retained best through repeated hands-on applications. With Max
Help Workbooks, readers will be able to find distilled information categorized into major lessons
with applicable exercise worksheets to maximize learning.Don’t Miss the Following Content:•
Succinct breakdown of the book categorized into major lessons• Read and use the exercises
yourself or as a group• Easy-to-understand analysis of each lessons distilled for even the
newest of readers• Simple and practical worksheets to further reader’s application• Quiz
questions as a resource to be used for yourself or othersSo, what are you waiting for? Get your
copy now and take out a pencil, pen, or whatever digital technology to jot down, implement, and
make solid changes happen. And don’t forget to have fun - that’ll also keep you learning.
Disclaimer: This workbook is meant to further application as an unofficial companion guide of
the original work and is not affiliated with, or intended to replace the original work in any way. We
encourage readers to purchase the original work prior to purchasing this copy.

About the AuthorInterview with Llewelyn Pritchard: Where did you grow up, and how did this
influence your writing? I grew up on the Black Mountain north of Swansea, South Wales. I
haven't really got a clue how this influenced my writing except I suppose it instilled in me a great
love of nature, adventure and the outdoors. I am the son of an elite collier and I would much
rather take this opportunity to dedicate this great poem to his memory: "My father was a miner,
He worked deep underground; The rush of drams and clanking chains. They were his daily
sounds. He worked so far below the ground. Where coal was hewed by pick, The work so hard
and wages small He didn't dare go sick. He crawled upon his belly. In drifts so low and narrow,
The wind it whistled down the shaft. It chilled him to the marrow. He ate his food from a Tommy



box, Shaped like a slice of bread, While squatting down upon the ground, Where spit and
crumbs were shed. His water, it was in a Jack, to wet down clouds of dust, That gathered daily in
his throat and lungs. Where it formed a deadly crust. We would listen for his footsteps, He then
came into sight: This man, our Dad, as black as black, just like the darkest night; Right down his
back white rivers ran amongst the dirt and grime, But you cannot wash away blue scars. That
you get down the mine. Years now have passed. My father gone, But I am proud to say, My
Father was a miner, until his dying day." by William Holden Llewelyn has worked with The
Honourable Canadian Senator William (Bill) Rompkey, on writing the history of the Voluntary
Service Overseas (VSO) in Labrador. This is what Bill wrote in his letter to the first get- together
of the VSO teachers at Pateley Bridge, North Yorkshire 1-3 August 2003, "...Labrador called to
you and we are calling you now. I hope you will do what you can during these few days to fill in
the Labrador record with your recollections and reflections. This too will be an important
contribution to Labrador history. But mainly I hope you enjoy your time together. Llewelyn
Pritchard has done a remarkable job in bringing you together. He is as shrewd as Holmes and as
persistent as Poirot. He could even be a great Canadian! We owe him more than we can say. It's
his event and I know it will be successful. All good wishes. Bill Rompkey"
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Ownership: How U.S. Navy SEALs Lead and WinLesson #1: Always check your ego.Lesson #2:
A good leader practices Extreme Ownership in leading the team.Lesson #3: A leader must be a
true believer in his or her team's mission.Lesson #4: All members of the team are
important.Lesson #5: Simplifying plans and instructions is important for achieving
success.Lesson #6: A leader knows how to remain calm when problems happen at the same
time.Lesson #7: Decentralized Command is a way to effectively manage risk, prevent casualties
and accomplish the team's mission.Lesson #8: Planning a team's mission is important.Meet the
Author: Jocko Wilink & Leif BabinBonus WorksheetHow to Use This Workbook for Enhanced
ApplicationComplete beginners can begin using this workbook for Extreme Ownership: How
U.S. Navy SEALs Lead and Win by Jocko Willink to get immediate help of the major lessons
found in this book.The goal of this workbook is to help even the newest readers to begin
applying major lessons from Extreme Ownership: How U.S. Navy SEALs Lead and Win by



Jocko Willink. Results have shown us that learning is retained better through repeated real-life
applications.By using this workbook, readers will find categorized lessons that we believed were
major in defining the crucial messages of the author in the book. There are questions devoted
both for self or corporate usage and actionable steps through charts and analysis tables to
stimulate a continued engagement with the main lessons in the book.Take out a pencil, pen, or
whatever digital technology you would put to use to jot down, implement, and make happen. And
don’t forget to have fun - that’ll also keep you learning.The Background Story of Extreme
OwnershipJocko Willink and Leif Babin led the U.S. forces in securing the city of Ramadi during
the Iraq war in 2006. It was a mission replete with violence and danger, a seemingly impossible
task because the city seemed "all but lost." As leaders of the SEAL Team Three Task Unit
Bruiser, Willink and Babin learned the importance of good teamwork and leadership. The key to
an effective team is the kind of leadership that these Navy SEALs have executed in the Iraq war.
They created their company, Echelon Front, and started teaching the same leadership principles
to businessmen and organization leaders. They taught to a wide range of industries including
startups and top companies in the Fortune 500. They helped leaders achieve top performance
with their teams.Willink retired from the Navy in 2010. He thought he would be spending his time
surfing and playing jiu-jitsu. But a business executive, a longtime friend of his, invited him to give
an inspirational talk to his management team. Willink talked about his SEAL leadership
experience and shared the SEALs briefing given to soldiers before they leave for their
assignments, modifying it for business people. The talk opened more opportunities to give talks
to other groups. Many CEOS approached him to give more talks about leadership. He found out
that his former platoon commander was also doing the same with other companies. Eventually,
he opened his consulting firm with Babin.The book came into being when people started asking
them to write down the leadership principles they have been teaching."As we continued to work
with a wide variety of companies, we were continuously asked if we had our principles written
down anywhere," Willink says. The requests got too many and persistent that they decided to
write a draft of their book and copies of it were given to their clients. The draft reached a literary
agent who sold it to a publisher. The book was published and released in October 2015.Willink
was promoting the book and guested on the Tim Ferriss podcast. He found the experience
enjoyable. "The interview was well received, and I enjoyed the long-format, conversational
medium of the podcast. At the conclusion of the session, Tim told me I should do my own
podcast," he said.He was invited to guest in the podcast Joe Rogan Experience, and he was
likewise advised to have his own podcast. "Well, when two titans of podcasting like Tim Ferriss
and Joe Rogan tell you to do your own podcast, you do your own podcast." His Jocko Podcast
was soon set up and was chosen one of the best podcasts in 2016 by iTunes. He is glad that
many people listen to his podcast. They want to become better leaders, to be better people,
more physically fit, and more knowledgable. Preparing the podcast has also made Willink into a
better person. He loves the camaraderie and support from his listeners.
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HammeringHillbilly, “Great companion book. This workbook was helpful in making sure Extreme
Ownership was understood. Gave me a better understanding of the original book.”

The book by Andrew Lockerbie has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 32 people have provided feedback.
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